
Use Deep Insights from Reconica to Connect the Dots 

Modulus Reconica is a groundbreaking new cognitive data analysis and research platform that 

augments human intelligence to amplify analytical insight. 

As a platform, Reconica can be deployed to adapt to any domain, providing operational results 

in less than a day. 

Security 

Reconica helps defend governments and enterprises from unknown cyber threats, uncovers 

critical information, identifies vulnerabilities by uncovering sophisticated attack patterns, 

enables forensic investigations of security incidents and more. 

Law Enforcement 

Reconica assists law enforcement by integrating structured network traffic data and IP 

addresses, unstructured XMPP chat and social media posts, trails on the dark and deep webs, 

app usage and more. By forming a full corpus in a unified and secure environment, Reconica 

can analyze and output reports and alerts in real-time, so that law enforcement can quickly 

verify, confirm, and act on newly discovered information, as it becomes available. 

Defense 

The success of national defense missions relies on real-time access and analysis of accurate 

data at every echelon. Reconica analyzes and connects the dots between enormous volumes of 

structured and unstructured data from a variety of intelligence disciplines. Data can be 

analyzed and synchronized to improve situational and operational awareness in the battlefield. 

Intelligence 

When agencies rely on standard sources for intelligence, they miss a lot. Reconica brings 

intelligence agencies the hidden insights and ultra-low latency updates they need to protect 

against terrorist attacks and emerging threats. Reconica can connect the dots and extract deep 

insights from enormous volumes of data of disparate types, from HUMINT to SIGINT, IMINT / 

SATINT & COMINT. Reconica preserves data and extracts insight as data becomes available. 
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Don’t settle for surface data you can see. Dig deeper with Reconica.

A Single Missing Piece Could Be the Key. 

Whether you’re investigating crimes, tracking illegal activity, or monitoring terror threats, one 

obscured detail or overlooked connection could prevent you from cracking the code. 

Reconica goes further than any commercial platform, combining the deep web, dark web, and a 

wide array of conventional and unconventional sources. We’ll show you hidden data, map 

larger patterns, and reconfigure connections as new details emerge. 

Secure Data Fusion & Analysis—Our intelligence augmentation and amplification allow for 

secure fusion with any number of external data sources. 

Unmask Crime Rings—Help identify drug dealers, human traffickers, and other criminal 

operators that use the dark web and crypto currencies to conceal their activities. 

Short-Circuit Plots—Stop terror attacks, riots, and other potentially lethal events while they’re 

still in the planning stages. 

For High-Stakes Government Operations, Reconica Brings the Whole Truth to Light. 

Reconica’s Command Center Puts Your Organization in Control 

Use our Command Center dashboard to create and manage reports and alerts, follow trends, 

view forecasts, integrate external data, develop custom plugins, integrate Reconica with 

external apps, and much more. 
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